Force 3 Security Stack

Whether it’s access control, vulnerability
management or security event management,
you invest in security technologies because they
offer a result you need. But a good defense
strategy involves more than a single solution:
It requires a comprehensive, well-integrated
security stack, with each solution working in
tandem with the next to help you achieve full
visibility, regulatory compliance and the best
possible use of your resources and manpower.

65%* of organizations use between 6 and 50+ security products.
Integrating those solutions is critical to a solid security strategy.
*Cisco Annual Cyber Security Report 2017
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Force 3 Security Stack

THE SOLUTION

Insider Threat

By combining best-of-breed technologies into unified, customized solutions,

theft of sensitive data requires a solution that
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Stack integrates four main solution categories

allows organizations to detect, track and stop
insider threats, whether from employees,
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as one or the other.

• Access Control
• Security Event Management
Our approach—and the resulting solution—is designed to address a range of
modern threats and challenges, including: insider threat, C2C and TTD/TTR.

Comply to Connect
A government-focused initiative developed
to safeguard federal IT systems, Comply to
Connect (C2C) checks the status and security
of endpoints (i.e., laptops, desktops, tablets,
phones, etc.) before letting them connect to
a secure network. The Force 3 Security Stack
simplifies C2C compliance, allowing you to
not only better assess your endpoint posture,
but also to automatically remediate potential
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threats before they join your network.

TTD/TTR
You want a solution that allows your
organization to detect and remediate threats
before they escalate. By providing a unified,
automated view of various security data
sources, the Force 3 Security Stack decreases

SIEM: LOG MANAGEMENT, DATA ANALYTICS

both time to detection (TTD) and time to
remediation (TTR), allowing you to find and
respond to threats before evolve into disaster.
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